
FWC Transfers FAQ
Thank you for your patience while we assemble this list of frequently asked questions, and we
hope this clears up any confusion about the situation of character transfers after the FWC event
is over. We apologize for any confusion or inconvenience this may have caused our players.

Jewelry

Question: Will the FWC jewelry be account linked, soul linked, or none?
Answer: Account linked, to allow people to transfer the jewelry to their character of choice on
the same account.

Question: How will the FWC jewelry be obtainable on the main servers, and will they have
the same stats?
Answer: Upon transferring, there are two important things to note: The transferred FWC jewelry
will be slightly different than the obtainable versions. The transferred FWC jewelry will no longer
have the set effect it currently has (but still have better base stats than current main-server
jewelry), however the new obtainable jewelry will have a similar set effect, subject to change
according to balance.

To obtain the new jewelry, there are three things you will need:
1. You need a catalyst item dropped from bosses, similar to the FWC Jewel Piece item.



2. You need Penya.
3. You need a regular piece of jewelry as a catalyst, such as an Arek Ring OR an FWC

jewelry piece such as a Sentinel’s Ring.

Using these three things, you will be able to create the newly obtainable jewelry. The upgrade
level of your catalyst piece of jewelry will directly influence the upgrade level of the outcome
piece of jewelry, to ensure that the effort put into the catalyst ring is preserved.

Please note that this is still under development and the details of how we implement this exactly
to the live servers are subject to change.

Other equipment

Question: What happens to the FWC variations of the weapons and armor? Do they get
transferred?
Answer: Yes, the items will be transferred as they are.

Question: Will the weapons and armor be obtainable after the FWC ends? Are they better
or the same as the current FWC items?
Answer: No, the FWC Golden weapons and armor will not be obtainable after the FWC. There
will be new armour and weapons coming with the expansion some time after the end of FWC
which will be stronger than the current FWC items.

Question: What happens to the pierced cards and weapon bonuses on weapons and
armor?
Answer: The items will be transferred exactly as they are, so pierced cards and bonuses will be
preserved and included.

Question: Will the transferred weapons and armor be account linked or soul linked?
Answer: The items will be account linked.

Miscellaneous

Question: What are all the items that will be transferred to the main servers? And will
they be account or soul linked?
Answer: These are the specific rules:



- Anything purchased from the cash shop, assuming it exists on the main servers (so not
including the FWC special buffs items). Keep in mind that we reserve the right to take
action against any abuse and RMT related to this matter including, but not limited to,
denial of the transfer of your character, as previously announced.

- Equipped Armor, Weapons, and Jewelry.
- FWC related Armor, Weapons, and Jewelry.
- FWC cosmetics such as special titles.

These items will be account linked.

Question: What happens to the wardrobe of the character?
Answer: The wardrobe will be transferred as it is, and include all the items.

Question: What happens to the earned titles, will they be usable on other characters on
the transferred account if the title is account-bound?
Answer: Yes.

Question: What happens to created guilds and their guild banks?
Answer: Guilds will not be transferred, and neither will guild banks. It is up to the guild members
to distribute the bank’s items amongst themselves before the transfer occurs.

Question: Will the items that are transferable also be transferred from the bank of the
character or postbox? Or do we need to ensure to have said items in our character
inventories?
Answer: Yes they will be transferred as they are into the bank and/or post box. The items that
get transferred will follow the same rules stated above.

Question: How does the drop rate bonus of the new consumables exactly work on the
FWC server? Does it apply like a drop scroll to the last hitting player or is it sufficient if
the player has a scroll activated and participated in the kill (but did NOT last hit)?
Answer: The person who has the buff active needs to deal the killing blow.


